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ABOUT US
Welcome to House of Shen, a London based design and manufacturer of stylish and exclusive 
accessories. We design and supply a quality range of high-end products, which include handbags, 
stationary, watches and small appliances. With emphasis on luxurious design, we aim to please 
customers with discerning taste. Our range of products is extensive and increasing all the time, 
we invite you to look at our range on .  We look forward to forming 
relationships with quality retailers in the high street and online.

Our excellent customer service ensures satisfaction from the point of order through to successful 
delivery. As a full member of AIS (Associated Independent Stores) we meet their high standards, 
and we can meet yours. We are pleased to invite you to visit us.
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Colour blocking Drawstring Tote Bag

SC4627Blu

It is a haze blue and bright red with a clash of 
colors tote bag. The body of the bag is made of 
large thick and flexible first layer cowhide, with 
haze blue natural leather texture going with 
bright red long shoulder straps, and sturdy 
leather drawstring, unraveling  a brilliant beauty 
in simplicity, which is a bag full of vitality and 
urban fashion flavor.

DIMENSIONS
Width:18.2"
Height: 10.6"
Depth: 6.3"
Weight: 1.9lbs.
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The leather surface of this bag is very characteristic, emphasizing 
the graininess of the first layer of cowhide and the tough and 
moldable leather qualities. The front and back of the two layers of 
blue leather are directly attached together through the stitching, 
like a flat paper bag. At the bottom of the bag,  the clashing leather 
is inserted into. Looking from the side, a triangular color block is 
cut into the bottom of the bag, shaping into a narrow top and wide 
bottom style, awash with fun. The mouth of the bag is fixed by 
button-shaped buckle loops, and the front of the bag is decorated 
with rectangular regular stitching and fine leather knots braided 
out of the belt. With the style in the retro charm showing the 
modern sense of shape and clashing colors, it is a chic tote bag.

Colour blocking 
wide bottom tote bag
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SB4428Bla SB4428Blu

DIMENSIONS
Width: 17.3"
Height: 11"
Depth: 5.9"
Weight: 1.7lbs.

MATERIALS
First layer of  
Leather

FEATURES
Big size
Thick leather
Decorated with 
rectangular 
regular stitching
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Patch element shoulder bag
DIMENSIONS
Width:16.9"
Height: 12.6"
Depth: 0.8"
Weight: 1.8lbs.

SE4332Blu SE4332Yb
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DIMENSIONS
Width: 9.5"
Height: 11.4"
Depth: 6.3"
Weight: 1.5lbs.

ST2429Blu

A brightly colored bucket bag, thick and tough 
leather, the body and the inside of the bag strap 
dyed in a beautiful blue, the bag mouth lanyard 
and the outside of the strap dyed in a jumping 
orange-red, two colors boldly collide together, 
resulting in a wonderful chemical reaction, the 
lower end of the bag strap decorated with two-
color leather tassels, hot and hot, chic, easy to 
become the highlight of street style.

Colour blocking
tassel bucket bag
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Wrinkled leather round bottom bag

SW2527BlaSW2527Yb

DIMENSIONS
Width: 9.8"
Height: 10.6"
Depth: 3.9"
Weight: 0.9lbs.

This is a bag with a beautiful silhouette full of oriental exoticism. Made of vegetable tanning leather in flower carving 
design, the wrinkles of the leather highlight the unique texture. The leather cord is used as the shoulder strap, and the 
black leather cord forms an elegant line, the length of which can be adjusted  at will. The middle of the shoulder strap is 
decorated with a full hand-made knot, enabling the whole leather bag to appear as an artwork of peace and serenity.
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Wrinkled 
sheepskin
tote bag

HG221Bla

It is a simple square-shaped 
bag, with the soft sheepskin  
processed as vertical and 
irregular hand-made wrinkles, 
as if a wrinkled paper is 
unfolded again, light and 
changeable, saturated with 
captivating wrinkled charm and 
oriental style. Its interior is 
equipped with a black inner 
bag, and the shoulder strap is 
rubber round rope with 
adjustable length at will.

DIMENSIONS
Width: 11.8"
Height: 12.2"
Depth: 3.5"
Weight: 1lbs.

MATERIALS
Soft sheepskin
Rubber round rope

FEATURES
Captivating 
Wrinkled charm
Oriental style
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Small flap saddle bag
This is a compact carry-on saddle bag with a beautiful 
natural cowhide texture, shiny brass metal fittings, and 
chic diagonal stitching at the bottom corners,  showing 
a unique air of leather harness in a rugged style. The 
bag has a leather handbag strap and a thick canvas 
shoulder strap, enabling it to be used as a handbag or 
satchel bag, which is cool and practical. 
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SF2517DbSF2517Br

DIMENSIONS
Width: 9.8"
Height: 6.7
Depth: 1.6"
Weight: 0.8lbs.

MATERIALS
Natural cowhide Texture 
Leather
Brass metal fittings
Thick canvas shoulder strap

FEATURES
Compact carry-on 
saddle bag
Rugged style
Cool and practical
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SV1319BrSV1319Yb

Hand sewn Vintage cross-bag pouch

DIMENSIONS
Width: 5.2
Height: 7.5"
Depth: 2.4"
Weight: 0.6lbs.

MATERIALS
First layer of  Leather
Copper rivets

FEATURES
Handmade 
products
Hand-stitched 
thick thread
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This is a large functional bag that can be 
used as  a  handbag,  messenger  bag, 
shoulder bag and backpack. The surface of 
the leather bag is made of large, thick, raw, 
first layer cowhide, which fully presents 
the original beautiful texture of the leather 
and is fascinating. The bag strap is fixed 
by a copper-colored semi-circular metal 
ring, which is easy to open and close. The 
bottom corners of the bag are reinforced 
with beautiful corners, and the overall 
style is neutral with a rugged and casual 
industrial style.

Metal ring buckle
square flap bag
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SR3131Db
DIMENSIONS
Width: 12.2"
Height: 12.2"
Depth: 3.2"
Weight: 2.4lbs.

MATERIALS
Full-grain Italian head 
layer of leather
Copper rivets
Copper metal buckle

FEATURES
Large functional bag
Planting tanning leather
Casual industrial style



Wrinkled Leather Long Wallet
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DIMENSIONS
Width:7.9"
Height: 4.3"
Depth:1.2"
Weight: 0.4lbs.

MATERIALS
High quality Italian 
vegetable tanned 
leather

FEATURES
Handmade to 
wrinkle leather
The wrinkled
leather are
unique

SW2011DbSW2011Yb

This leather wallet, made of high quality Italian vegetable tanned cowhide, using hand-carved flower, color rubbing process, 
highlights the wildness and raw texture of the original natural cowhide. The leather undulation and folding of each piece is unique, 
as if were brought to life. By using it for a long time, the color of the leather will become increasingly calm, and awash with 
charm. Inside the wallet can large bills and up to 8 bank cards be inserted into, very practical.



Vintage snap cluch
This leather handbag/storage bag.with delicate leather 
upper and ornamented with white stitching on the bag 
surface, has a strong sense of vintage,The interior can 
contain cats and dogs such as petty models of cell 
phones, keys and other miscellaneous items.It can also 
be used as a handbag, and is a convenient and functional 
small leather bag.

DIMENSIONS
Width: 9"
Height: 4.3"
Depth: 2.8"
Weight: 0.6lbs.

MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain 
Leather
Metal decorative 
rivet

FEATURES
Sense of vintage
Ornamented with 
white stitching on 
the bag surface

SV2311Br

SV2311Db



College style messenger bag
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The classic college style messenger bag can be carried and carried. The body of the 
It is a classic preppy style messenger bag, and can be carried or backpacked. The 
body of the bag us three-dimensional and stiff, small and practical, a variety of 
belongings can be placed into bulging bag. The front also has a thick external flip 
leather pockets. The leather of the bag has a typical vegetable-tanning leather 
texture, and the full hand-dyed effect gives the leather a rich color and natural 
texture, as if it has a life and soul. With passage of  time, the color of the bag 
surface will slowly become darker, accumulating lasting charm and lingering 
appeal.
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SC2418DblSC2418Yb

DIMENSIONS
Width: 9.5"
Height: 7"
Depth: 3"
Weight: 12.3lbs.

MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain 
Leather
Copper plated 
hardware fittings

FEATURES
Small and practical
Vegetable-tanning 
leather
Full hand-dyed effec
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It is a sensible, and elegant office style commuter bag, in which A4 documents can be placed, and  has a simple shape. The sense 
of quality by emphasizing details is highlighted. The light-colored stitching with a sense of design, the delicate binding, and the 
small metal decorative studs outline a delicate, elegant, and preppy style.

Covers the seams commuter bag

Back

Front
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SS3426BluSS3426Yb

DIMENSIONS
Width: 13.4
Height: 10.2"
Depth: 3.9"
Weight: 1.4lbs.

MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain 
Leather
Metal decorative 
rivet

FEATURES
A4 documents 
can be placed
Delicate light-
colored stitching



Geometric splicing Leather Tote Bag
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This large-capacity tote bag is made of six geometric 
leather pieces on the front and back, decorated with 
fine stitching at the seams, and exquisite and delicate in 
its stiffness and strength. The bag is partially hand-
stitched with white thick stitching, with copper-colored 
round metal rivets fixing the leather handles and 
geometric blocks of Italian vegetable-tanned leather, 
forming a design aesthetic of points, lines and surfaces, 
and giving off  a mature,  elegant ,  low-key and 
intellectual charm. The leather bag is equipped with a 
hand -carried strap and long shoulder strap, and the 
internal cotton pocket can be removed separately. The 
opening of the bag is equipped with metal buckle, with 
meticulous design making this large bag very practical, 
which can be an ideal option as the commuter bag and 
overnighter.
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SG3625BluSG3625Yb SG3625Rb

DIMENSIONS
Width: 14.2"
Height: 9.8"
Depth: 4.7"
Weight: 1.8lbs.

MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain 
Leather
Copper-colored 
Round metal rivets

FEATURES
Geometric leather 
pieces
Hand-stitched with 
White thick stitching
Interior pocket



Double pocket simple tote bag
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This large-capacity rectangular tote bag is 
designed with two symmetrical vertical 
pockets, and fixed shoulder straps on the 
left and right sides. In addition to going 
with a wide canvas strap with adjustable 
length,  an internal removable inner bag is 
convenient for placing into a variety of 
belongings. The entire leather bag with a 
large piece of first layer cowhide leather 
is made of delicate and flexible upper, 
with the appearance of clean lines, and no 
unnecessary complex decoration, looking 
chic and stylish, which is a practical 
model for urban women to match with a 
variety of styles of clothing.
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SP3136MtSP3136Yb SP3136Bla

DIMENSIONS
Width: 12.2"
Height: 14.2"
Depth: 4.7"
Weight: 1.7lbs.

MATERIALS
100% Full-Grain 
Leather
Copper plated 
hardware fittings

FEATURES
Big size
Soft cortex
With wide canvas 
shoulder straps
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SF2415Mg

SF2415Py

Macarone colour flap bag
A macaroon color simple carry-on small bag has a rectangular body, with 
flip plus snap-fastener to open and close. The delicate the same color 
leather thin strap, lightweight and convenient, is suitable for matching 
spring and summer light dresses, and lovely bright pink will become the 
focal point of clothing.



Oil wax leather sugar fruit color crimped clutch
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SO3228Pv

SO3228Ob

SO3228Og

SO3228Gi

DIMENSIONS
Width: 12.6"
Height: 7.5"
Depth: 3.5"
Weight: 0.5lbs.

MATERIALS
Oil wax Leather
Hidden strong 
magnet

FEATURES
Rolled edge design
Effect of paper folds
Candy colour
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Double sided tote bag
This double-sided tote bag, with the same kind of reversible leather and color contrast, is 
double-sided designed. Each side is made out of a single piece of high-quality full-grain 
leather, with thick and solid upper, fine and exquisite embossing, and white clear stitches 
outlining a sense of simple lines. With the hand-carried straps and long shoulder straps,  a 
variety of matching shines , giving off the elegance and sense of fashion.



SD3236Blu

SD3236Gg
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SD3236ObSD3236Bla
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DIMENSIONS
Width: 12.6"
Height: 14.2"
Depth: 4.3"
Weight: 1.5lbs.

MATERIALS
High-quality full-
grain leathe

FEATURES
Different colors inside 
and outside
Can be used on 
double-sides
With hand-carried 
straps and long 
shoulder straps



Contact us
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Tel：+44 (0) 7497662348
Marketing and business:
houseofshen.marketing@jin-uk.com
Sales and orders:
houseofshen.sales@jin-uk.com
General inquiries:
admin@jin-uk.com
Website:
www.jin-uk.com
www.houseofshen.co.uk
Facebook: @houseofshenuk
Instagram: houseofshenculture
Whats App: 07497662348
Company address:
Studio 44, Riverside Building, Trinity 
Buoy Wharf, London, E14 0FL
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